REGIONAL TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTRE | GHENT.
BUILD A TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT CENTRE FROM SCRATCH.
WHAT DO WE WANT TO OFFER
OUR CITIZENS _ OUR TAX PAYERS
IS THIS A GOOD INVESTMENT OF THE TAXES I PAY
AND
AREN'T THERE ANY APPS THAT CAN DO BETTER
FOR FREE
WHY ARE WE TRYING TO COMPETE
35 minutes to home
Moderate traffic on I-80E

Victoria station is closed
No service until 11:20pm
66 minutes to home

Get directions

Beat the traffic
Get traffic information and alternate routes for your commute so you get home on time for dinner.
Share a Moment
Tap to take a photo, press and hold to record video.

Delete by Default
Keep what you want; we’ll get rid of everything else.
WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
BY GOVERNMENTS
DON'T BE IN THE MIDDLE
BE IN CONTROL
DON'T COMPETE
COLLABORATE _ CHALLENGE
WE ARE GIVING IT A TRY
INPUT → PROCESS → OUTPUT
PROCESS
7652 bikers counted today at Fishery Street. Well done those legs, all month record!

#Ghent #bike #fisherystreet

The 15h29 train to #Bruges has a delay of 29 minutes

#Ghent #train

It will rain today. Don't forget your #rainjacket and #rainpants!

#Ghent #walking #biking
WHAT MAKES US CALL THIS TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE
GHENT
AMSTERDAM

INPUT

PROCESS

OUTPUT
| TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE